
Local Shares: What to Do and Where to Eat in
and Around Local Shares
Local Shares is a community-supported agriculture (CSA) program that
connects consumers with local farmers. By purchasing a share in the
program, members receive a weekly box of fresh, seasonal produce. Local
Shares also offers a variety of educational programs and events, as well as
a farm store where members can purchase additional farm products.

In addition to the CSA program, Local Shares also operates a farm-to-table
restaurant, The Local Eatery. The restaurant offers a seasonally changing
menu that features dishes made with ingredients from the farm. The Local
Eatery also hosts a variety of events, such as cooking classes and farm
dinners.

Local Shares is located in the heart of the Hudson Valley, a region known
for its agricultural abundance. The farm is situated on 120 acres of rolling
hills and pastures, and it is home to a variety of animals, including cows,
pigs, chickens, and sheep.
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If you are interested in learning more about Local Shares, there are a
number of ways to get involved. You can visit the farm, attend an event, or
become a member of the CSA program. Local Shares also offers a variety
of educational programs, including farm tours and workshops.

There are a number of things to do at Local Shares, in addition to visiting
the farm store and eating at The Local Eatery.

Take a farm tour. Farm tours are offered on a regular basis, and they
provide a great opportunity to learn more about the farm's operation.

Attend an event. Local Shares hosts a variety of events throughout
the year, including cooking classes, farm dinners, and workshops.

Volunteer. Volunteering is a great way to get involved with Local
Shares and learn more about sustainable agriculture.

Join the CSA program. The CSA program is a great way to get fresh,
local produce on a regular basis.

In addition to The Local Eatery, there are a number of other great places to
eat in and around Local Shares.

The Red Hook Lobster Pound: This seafood restaurant is located in
the nearby town of Red Hook. The menu features a variety of fresh
seafood dishes, including lobster rolls, clams, and oysters.

The Mill House: This restaurant is located in the nearby town of
Rhinebeck. The menu features a variety of American dishes, including
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burgers, pizzas, and salads.

The Beekman Arms: This historic hotel is located in the nearby town
of Rhinebeck. The restaurant offers a variety of fine dining options,
including steaks, seafood, and pasta dishes.

Local Shares is a valuable community resource that provides a number of
benefits to the local community. The CSA program provides fresh, local
produce to members, and the farm-to-table restaurant offers a delicious
and sustainable dining experience. Local Shares also offers a variety of
educational programs and events, which help to promote sustainable
agriculture and healthy eating.

If you are interested in learning more about Local Shares, or if you are
interested in getting involved, please visit the farm's website or contact the
farm directly.
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Discover the Enchanting Allure of Collingwood,
Ontario, Canada
Nestled amidst the breathtaking landscape of Ontario, Canada, the
charming town of Collingwood beckons travelers with its pristine
beaches, picturesque trails, vibrant arts...

Roberto Galli: Embracing the Fantasy of
Yankee Doodle
In the realm of equestrian arts, Roberto Galli stands as a maestro of
innovation and enchantment. His masterwork, Yankee Doodle Fantasy,
has...
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